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Chapter 1

Introduction
In recent years web has become a very powerful platform for delivering applications to users.
A lot of people are moving away from desktop solutions to web based alternatives because
web applications do not require manual installation and updates, often provide integration
with other web applications and social networks, and can be easily accessed from any modern
device.
As the web technologies develop, web applications become as powerful as their desktop
counterparts and many people choose web solutions over the desktop ones. Some people
choose to abandon desktop applications altogether and use operating systems that do not
support native applications at all, such as Chrome OS [17] or Boot to Gecko [56]. While
current attempts to sell laptops powered by Chrome OS were not very successful [76], web
applications popularity can not be denied.
A survey made by Berkeley Lab in 2010 showed that 64% of people accessing Gmail,
were doing so via the web interface. Also only 15% of people using the web interface did not
like the service, compared to 48% dissatisﬁed among people using Gmail through an email
client [4].
These numbers show that web applications play a huge role in software industry and with
increasing number of users the problem of delivering these applications eﬃciently to users
becomes more important than ever.

1.1. Current hosting solutions
Developers wanting to have their web application hosted can choose from several solutions.
Two most interesting solutions today, that will be explored in more detail, are conventional
servers conﬁgured by hand and, more modern, fully managed cloud hosting services.

1.1.1. By-hand hosting
There are many diﬀerent possibilities when it comes to by-hand hosting, developers can
choose from shared hosts, virtual private servers, dedicated hosts and many diﬀerent hosting providers. Common is the fact that the server has to be manually conﬁgured to run
the desired application. The conﬁguration process is complex, requires knowledge of server
administration and when done by an inexperienced person can easily result in sub-optimal
performance and compromised security [83].
Unfortunately it is not only the initial set-up that is diﬃcult. Maintenance of a web
application in such an environment can be really tedious. When rolling out a new version
5

one needs to manually propagate new sources to all servers, perform maintenance tasks,
like migrating the database, and restart web servers on all hosts. While some tools, like
Capistrano [7], make this process more bearable, the recipes1 still have to be written and
maintained by-hand.
Because of the manual, static conﬁguration this solution is not ﬂexible and lacks the capability of automatic fail-over in case of host failures. When a server goes down, administrator
has to manually migrate its responsibilities to other machines. This is not a big problem when
hosting only one application, as application providers can easily prepare backup servers that
clone the set-up of production machines. A problem arises when they try to host multiple
applications on a machine cluster. Because of the static set-up it is hard to provide expected
service quality in case of host failures. For example, when running 20 diﬀerent applications,
requiring 20 instances of each application to be running at all times and a single host is capable of running 5 instances simultaneously, if the application provider wants to be prepared
for two host failures, he will need 8 spare servers. When he decides to rise the number of
non-fatal host failures to four, this number goes up to 162 , while in a dynamic set-up, where
a supervisor would automatically conﬁgure the spare servers to run only the instances that
went oﬄine, only four additional machines would be needed.
On-demand scalability is also a problem in this model. To increase the number of running
application instances administrators often need to buy and conﬁgure new hosts, which is slow,
and makes it hard to maintain a perfect set-up, that minimises the number of redundant
servers.
Despite these problems by-hand hosting is still a very powerful solution. Because developers are conﬁguring every aspect of the environment3 the applications are running in,
they can use any programming language and match any special demands these applications
have. By-hand hosting can be the only possible solution for applications using less popular
frameworks and programming languages.

1.1.2. Fully managed cloud hosting
Fully managed cloud hosting, sometimes called platform as a service or PaaS in short, is
a completely diﬀerent approach than by-hand hosting. In this model the platform provider
manages servers and their conﬁguration for the developers, giving programmers only limited control over the environment. Example PaaS providers include Heroku [37] and Engine Yard [13] which oﬀer similar services and are very popular among people choosing to
host their applications on a managed cloud platform [14].
Since in this model developers are not responsible for servers maintenance, they do not
have to worry about host failures and redundancy. Also if they choose a well respected
provider, they can be sure that the application will be run in a professionally tuned environment, and will achieve its best possible performance. On-demand scalability is usually not
a problem either, as the most popular PaaS providers allow setting the number of running
application instances arbitrarily, at any time, with practically immediate results.
Unfortunately all this comfort comes at a price. Since the environment is controlled by a
third party, application developers have to give up most of the power that was available in
case of by-hand hosting. When using PaaS programmers are limited to features supported
1

Capistrano deployment scripts.
When n servers crash, even in the best possible set-up, n instances of a single application might go down,
so n backup instances of each application will be needed.
3
Most importantly developers control the operating system conﬁguration and the list of installed software
packages, including their speciﬁc versions.
2
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by a chosen provider, and while the list of supported frameworks, databases and additional
tools can be quite extensive [39] it is still limited, and ﬁnding a provider supporting a more
exotic programming language or framework can be challenging, if not impossible.
At ﬁrst glance a PaaS solution might be far more expensive than by-hand hosting. While
the cost of renting a shared or VPS host might be several times lower than the cost of
hosting several application instances with a PaaS provider [46, 38], when we count in the cost
of man-hours needed to conﬁgure and maintain the servers the expenses can become quite
comparable [55].

1.2. Project goals
The goal of this project was to create a hosting solution combining advantages of both
presented, already existing, solutions. The idea was to create a hosting platform that on
one hand would provide easy conﬁguration, scalability and eﬃcient redundancy, known from
PaaS, but on the other hand would be much more ﬂexible than fully managed cloud hosting,
giving developers much more control over the hosting environment. Additional control would
allow application providers to host applications that do not ﬁt into PaaS model, for example
because they use rare frameworks or require installation of very speciﬁc software packages.
The concept was to build a private cloud solution that works similarly to fully managed
hosting services but runs on hardware owned by the application provider instead of a third
party [15]. In this paradigm administrators still have to manually set-up the operating system
and install software on the hosting machines, but instead of conﬁguring the servers by hand
they only need to install a distributed supervisor that will do all the chores needed to set-up
web applications for them. Due to its dynamic nature, such a supervisor can adapt to random
events like host and network failures without any administrator’s involvement making private
clouds more reliable and much easier to maintain than manually conﬁgured servers.
There are some existing private cloud solutions but they run applications on virtual
machines [9, 3] which introduces unnecessary performance overhead and makes them hard to
use on low-end hosts or without superuser access. Because of these limitations they can not
be used on shared hosts which cost much less than virtual private servers and are probably the
cheapest hosting option available [57, 46]. A solution that would conﬁgure application servers
on the native operating system would introduce less performance overhead and putting less
restrictions on the operating system conﬁguration would allow the private cloud to run on
many more machine conﬁgurations. Combining these two features would make a private
cloud solution much more cost-eﬀective.
The hosting solution presented in this thesis, called Cortex, was designed to introduce as
little performance overhead as possible over manually conﬁgured servers while at the same
time making server maintenance much easier. The goal was to create a ﬂexible solution
that would be able to facilitate the needs of most web applications, in particular allowing
execution of applications written in exotic programming languages and requiring installation
of any supporting software. Due to the decreased administration eﬀort and ability to run
on low-end machines as an unprivileged user the created platform should also be one of the
cheapest hosting options around.

1.3. Document structure
Chapter 2 presents several, currently popular, approaches to web application hosting and
demonstrates how Cortex platform combines their strengths to create a new solution.
7

Cortex architecture and implementation highlights are presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 shows how Cortex executes web applications and how its design allows execution
of applications using almost any web framework.
Chapter 5 describes Cortex’s data storage module in more detail, presenting used data
structures and algorithms.
Chapter 6 contains performance and reliability tests of Cortex and its modules, comparing
the results to existing similar software solutions.
Thesis is summarised in Chapter 7.
Appendix A presents the user interface of the Cortex platform.
Appendix B describes contents of the CD attached to this document.
Appendix C shows some situations in which using Cortex instead of other hosting solutions
could be beneﬁcial.
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Chapter 2

Web application hosting
This chapter presents elements of a typical environment for hosting web applications, focusing
on Ruby on Rails and Django frameworks. Section 2.3 shows how fully managed cloud hosting
services, like Heroku, make application hosting easier. Section 2.4 presents my idea for a
private cloud hosting solution and demonstrates how a private cloud can combine strengths
of both PaaS and by-hand hosting to create a solution that is both ﬂexible and easy to
manage.

2.1. Hosting architecture
Usual set-up for both Ruby on Rails and Django hosting involves multiple worker processes
behind a reverse proxy. This set-up is enforced by multiple factors. Firstly, the global interpreter lock also called GIL, present in most popular implementations of both Ruby and
Python, allows simultaneous execution of only one thread [70, 18]. If administrators want to
take advantage of modern multi-core CPUs they are forced to spawn multiple interpreters
that will execute the application’s code. Secondly, even if used compiler or interpreter does
not have GIL, most web servers do not support concurrent request processing and can serve
only one client at a time [42]. Finally, even mildly successful applications can overgrow
capabilities of a single host and will require setting up servers on multiple machines.
This set-up has some ﬂaws, when it comes to administration and maintenance. Each of
the worker processes has to be separately conﬁgured, and while most of the conﬁguration will
be shared between instances some options, like the port number, have to be diﬀerent for each
worker which introduces a lot of boilerplate that will have to be maintained. Fortunately
some web servers, like Thin, recognise this problem and support running a whole cluster of
workers with one command [65], however with multiple machines administrators will still
have to copy conﬁguration ﬁles between them.
Since most application providers want all worker processes to be transparently available
to clients through one port and IP address, they have to conﬁgure a reverse proxy that will
forward requests from that port and address to multiple worker processes. Each change
involving a worker process, like changing the port or moving it to another host, has to be
followed by a change in proxy conﬁguration, which can be burdensome if there are numerous
workers.
Most web applications will require some additional software, like a database, mail transfer
agent or a Memcache daemon. They are usually set up on separate machines so web server
traﬃc does not aﬀect the performance of these services, especially the database, which is
often the performance bottleneck of a web application [86]. Since these additional services
9

depend on individual needs of the web application, architecture of their set-up is out of scope
of this document.
Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of a typical web application hosting environment.

Database
Web servers
Server machines

Reverse proxy

Client machines
Figure 2.1: Common web application hosting architecture

2.1.1. Hosting static ﬁles
Besides serving dynamically generated content, usually HTML documents, most applications
also serve static ﬁles that do not change between requests. CSS ﬁles, JavaScript libraries,
and images commonly fall into the static category, and since serving these ﬁles can build up
to be a signiﬁcant part of all requests, it is imperative to handle those requests eﬃciently,
which creates some challenges and problems.
Many web frameworks, including Ruby on Rails, do not serve static ﬁles, when in production mode [73], and there is a very good reason for that. Most web servers, used for
executing Rails applications, like Mongrel, WEBrick or Phusion Passenger are not optimised
for serving static ﬁles to users. They are many times slower than servers like Apache HTTP
Server or Nginx, which are heavily tuned towards static ﬁle serving.
To check this claim I benchmarked several Ruby on Rails servers, comparing them to
Nginx. This test showed that a dedicated Nginx instance can be thirty times faster than any
Rails server. Benchmark was carried out with Apache ab requesting a 5907 bytes document
10000 times. WEBrick, the default Ruby on Rails server, managed to answer only 118
requests per second, Mongrel served 145 RPS, Unicorn 159 RPS and Thin proved to be the
fastest with 178 RPS1 . All these numbers are far behind Nginx which served 4976 requests per
second, proving to be far superior, when it comes to serving static content (see Figure 2.2).
This benchmark shows that at least two, separate, web servers are needed to ensure
the application will be quick and responsive. This adds complexity to conﬁguration and
architecture, and since the set-up has more separate parts it is harder to maintain.

1

All servers were executing Rails 3.1.3, in production mode, using Ruby 1.9.2.
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Figure 2.2: Number of static ﬁles served per second, using diﬀerent web servers

2.2. Monitoring server status
.
To increase reliability administrators can use tools like Monit or God, to monitor status of
web servers [54, 16]. If a server goes down, because of a bug in the server code or in the hosted
application or because the operation system run out of resources and decided to terminate
the server process, it should be restarted. If the hosting environment employs many worker
servers, it would be diﬃcult to monitor their status by hand, so it is common practise to use
tools that can automate this process [19].
Using tools like Monit can also help developers deal with many bugs commonly found in
web applications. Server monitoring tools can not only restart the application when the web
server crashes, they can also handle memory leaks and other resource misuse, which,to some
extent, can protect application providers against denial of service attacks [87, 47].
While server monitoring tools help to keep the hosting environment healthy, they also
introduce quite a lot of conﬁguration overhead. Tools like Monit require administrators to
specify a command for starting and stopping each server instance, which might be diﬃcult
when also using tools that start a whole server cluster at once, as they usually do not provide
access to information about separate spawned servers.

2.3. Fully managed cloud hosting
Heroku and other fully managed cloud hosting providers do all of the above conﬁguration
chores behind the scenes, and usually application developers do not even have to know, how
the deployment process is really conducted. The price application providers have to pay for
this comfort is loss of control over the hosting environment and high services cost, which
might be a problem for startups not generating a lot of revenue [38].
Many cloud hosting services, including Heroku and Engine Yard, provide a client side
application, that can be run from the command line, which allows users to interact with
the hosting environment, for example conﬁgure number of worker processes or deploy a
11

new application version [12, 35]. On Heroku deploying a new application requires only two
steps, creation of a new environment with “heroku create” command, and publishing the
application’s code with “git push heroku master”. Deploying a new version is also really
easy. When Heroku detects new commits in the Git repository, it will automatically restart
all worker processes to execute the new code [25, 36]. Adding any supporting services, like a
diﬀerent database engine or a Memcache daemon is pretty straightforward as well. Heroku
provides a simple, click to add, web interface for managing the additional software.
If the application to be deployed ﬁts into Heroku’s environment, using this managed cloud
hosting service is eﬀortless. Unfortunately even the two above commands show that some
applications may have problems with Heroku hosting. Especially existing applications might
need some extra work, before they can use Heroku. The command for pushing application
code to the cloud assumes that Git is being used for version control, and unfortunately it is
the only supported version control system (VCS for short). If the application’s repository
is stored in another VCS, Heroku recommends using Git as a deployment mechanism, but
it is an awkward solution compared to simplicity of using the native version control system
for deployment [36]. Other frequent problem is the fact that the application is deployed on a
read-only ﬁle system, which forces application developers to store user-uploaded ﬁles using a
third party storage solution like the Amazon S3 [41, 40]. If the application is serving a lot of
static ﬁles, application providers should consider hosting them on third party servers as well,
as Heroku does not set up additional servers for static ﬁle hosting [6], which, as explained in
Section 2.1.1, can be very slow.
Heroku’s features make it a very good deployment choice for many applications, especially if for people that do not want to be concerned about deployment details and server
maintenance problems, although it is not perfect for all tasks.

2.4. Cortex
My idea for a hosting solution diﬀers from the ones described above. I like the idea of cloud
hosting because of the easy management that allows developers to focus on the application
instead of server administration. Unfortunately currently available cloud hosting solutions
are not ﬂexible and are quite expensive, when compared to other hosting options, which
makes them unﬁt for many tasks. These solutions are not appropriate for applications that
do not generate substantial revenue, like startups or non-commercial personal websites and
blogs. I wanted to create a solution that would be easy to maintain and reliable like PaaS,
but also cheap to run and ﬂexible enough to accommodate any programming language or
web framework.
Cortex mixes features of by-hand hosting and managed cloud hosting. It is a private cloud
solution, where the hardware is operated by the application provider, like in by-hand hosting,
but inclusion of an automatic supervisor relieves server administrators of some conﬁguration
and maintenance duties, like managed cloud hosting does. Instead of setting up and maintaining each web server instance manually, administrators have to set up only one supervisor
process per machine and Cortex will take care of conﬁguring all web servers and the reverse
proxy. The platform only manages web servers, it does not help with management of any
supporting services. In particular it does not deal with management of the database engine,
although it will be needed by almost any application.
The platform does not only conﬁgure and start the servers but it also takes care of monitoring their status, without the need of manual Monit set-up. First of all, for each application
running on the platform Cortex will maintain conﬁgured number of web servers executing
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that application. If any of these servers would crash, for any reason, Cortex will automatically restart it. Secondly Cortex monitors resources available on all machines belonging to
the platform and will try to place web server instances in such a way, that the resources
are uniformly consumed. This not only means that application providers can eﬀortlessly use
machines with diﬀerent hardware conﬁgurations in one platform, as Cortex will automatically run more servers on more powerful machines, but this property also prevents resource
misuse from slowing down all web servers running on the same host as the faulty application
instance. When an instance starts misbehaving and overloads a host, Cortex will detect that
this machine is being overused and will transfer some instances from the overloaded host to
less utilised machines.
Since the platform is running on machines controlled by the application provider, developers can use any additional software, libraries and frameworks they want. There are
also no restrictions when it comes to background jobs and scheduled tasks, which are often
problematic on fully managed cloud platforms [66]. Unlike most fully managed cloud hosting
services Cortex gives applications unrestricted access to the ﬁle system, which makes it easy
to store user-uploaded ﬁles [40]. While Cortex is built to be as ﬂexible as possible, due to its
design it places some limitations on hosted applications. Because application instances are
automatically managed by Cortex, developers have no direct control over them — web servers
can be terminated and restarted at any time, possibly on a diﬀerent machine. This makes
Cortex unﬁt for hosting some applications, for example ones using long running background
tasks as they might be stopped before they have the time to ﬁnish.
Similarly to many fully managed cloud services, developers communicate with the platform using a command line client application. The client allows application providers to
conﬁgure their hosting environment, for example add new applications to the platform, deploy new code version or tune the number of web servers executing each web application.
Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of a web application hosting environment, when using
the Cortex platform.

Database

Reverse proxy and
web servers
managed by Cortex

Client machines
Figure 2.3: Web application hosting architecture, when using Cortex
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Chapter 3

Platform overview
This chapter presents the Cortex platform in detail, describing its design concepts, architecture and implementation highlights.

3.1. Deﬁnitions
This section provides explanations for several terms used in the rest of this chapter.
• Application instance — single web server process serving a web application, for example
Thin or WEBrick process for Ruby on Rails applications or uWSGI process for Django.
• Node — can refer to either a storage node or an application node.
• Storage node — machine running the data storage module.
• Application node — machine running the application manager module1 .
• Client — depending on context it can mean the client module or an application user
connecting to one of the nodes via a web browser.
• Record — a key and value pair stored in the key-value data store.
• Cortex — web hosting platform presented in this thesis.
• Miranda — data storage module, part of Cortex.
• Saﬀron — application manager module, part of Cortex.
• Ariel — load balancer module, part of Cortex.
• G23 — consistency checker module, part of Cortex.
• Vera — client module, part of Cortex.
1

One machine can be both a storage node and an application node.
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3.2. Design concepts
Concepts behind Cortex were brieﬂy explained in Section 1.2 and Section 2.4. This section
shows the design concepts more comprehensibly, listing all the important ideas behind the
Cortex platform.
• Easy application management — application developers should not be burdened with
server conﬁguration details. They should be able to focus on developing their web
application while the Cortex platform takes care of hosting.
• Flexibility — application developers should not be constrained by the platform, they
should be able to use any programming language, framework, library or supporting
software.
• Platform scalability — it should be easy to expand an existing platform to new machines
and Cortex capabilities should linearly depend on the resources collectively available to
all hosts participating in the platform.
• Application scalability — application developers should be able to eﬀortlessly scale their
applications, by changing the number of application instances running on the platform,
up to the amount of resources available to Cortex.
• No superuser access required — Cortex should be able to run under an unprivileged
account. Especially it should be possible to use Cortex in a shared hosting environment.
• Reliability — Cortex should be resistant to host and network failures. In case of a
machine malfunction other hosts should seamlessly take over that machine’s responsibilities.
• Low running cost — using Cortex should be relatively inexpensive. The platform
should introduce only slight performance overhead so it takes as little resources from
web servers as possible.
• No application modiﬁcations needed — applications using a typical hosting architecture
shown in Section 2.1 should not need any modiﬁcations before they can be hosted by
Cortex.

3.3. Architecture
Cortex has a modular and ﬂexible architecture that allows users to optimise it for the hardware set-up they have available. It is composed of several modules that communicate with
each other using a replicating key-value data storage. The communication is done by using
active polling, each module periodically accesses relevant data stored in the data storage
and compares it to values it received during the previous poll. While this method is slower
than push-based communication, where a module immediately propagates data changes to
interested parties, it is more resistant to network and host failures. In this approach, if communication fails, for any reason, the module will just try again later, while in the push-based
model the message would have been lost.
Whole platform is based on the idea of eventual consistency. Requested actions are not
carried out immediately, but given suﬃcient time platform will converge to the desired state.
This choice was made to avoid the need for locking and transactions, which could severely
decrease performance in a distributed environment.
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Figure 3.1 shows how diﬀerent platform modules interact with each other.

Vera
G23

Ariel

Miranda

Saﬀron

Miranda

Miranda

Saﬀron

Saﬀron
Saﬀron

Cortex

Saﬀron

Saﬀron

Figure 3.1: Interaction between platform modules and web browser clients

3.3.1. Data storage module — Miranda
Miranda is a replicating key-value store and most important part of the platform, as it
serves both as a database and a communication bus between all other modules. It is used
to store application sources, their conﬁguration and information about the current state of
the platform which includes the list of all currently running application instances. Since all
platform modules frequently contact the data storage module it has to handle high number
of concurrent connections. Miranda is designed for performance, especially high performance
lookups.
As many other key-value stores, Miranda supports a very limited set of commands [2].
Data storage module supports the expected “set”, “delete” and “lookup” operations, which
respectively store a value identiﬁed by a key, remove a key and its corresponding value from
the storage, and retrieve a value bound to some key. Apart from this, it also implements
several alternative lookup variants, tailored to the needs of other Cortex modules. In particular instead of the value, a lookup operation can return a SHA-1 hash of the value, for fast
equality comparison. It is also possible to request multiple records, with keys sharing the
same preﬁx, using only one operation. This functionality is used by other modules as a very
limited form of searching through the records.
Each data storage instance periodically performs a synchronisation procedure with another, randomly chosen, instance. During that process, all operations performed on the ﬁrst
instance are pushed to the second one, so after the procedure the second instance has knowledge about all operations performed on both instances. Synchronisation is performed via
a gossipping protocol, which spreads data to all replicas through series of simple two-node
interactions.
Replication of records to all storage nodes makes Miranda resistant to breakdowns. The
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storage module is built to be fault tolerant as a cluster, meaning failure of any single node
will not disrupt operation of the rest, and after the faulty node starts working again, it will
be regenerated with all operations performed during its time oﬄine. However a single node
by itself is not resistant to breakdowns and might lose data on shutdown. This is usually not
a big problem, due to the cluster fault tolerance properties, but it means that at least two
storage modules have to be used, to avoid the risk of losing data.
One Miranda instance can answer requests from multiple modules, but more replicas can
be added for greater performance, if the current ones can not handle that many connections
eﬃciently, or to increase platform’s resistance to host malfunctions.
A more detailed description of the data storage module, including a precise explanation
of the used replication protocol, is presented in Chapter 5.

3.3.2. Application manager module — Saﬀron
Application manager module is responsible for maintaining requested number of running
application instances by spawning new ones and terminating existing instances in case of
application node overload. Saﬀron uses the data storage module to coordinate actions with
other managers and maintain number of running instances requested by the administrator.
This is the only module that has to run on a machine that is supposed to run application
instances and serve requests from clients.
As mentioned in Section 2.4 Saﬀron is responsible for managing uniform resource consumption on all hosts. Monitored resources include the percentage of free memory and CPU
load average ﬁgure for the last minute. It is worth noticing that these ﬁgures are not absolute
values, but only fractions of each host’s capabilities, which means they can be reliably compared even if compared hosts have diﬀerent hardware conﬁgurations. This percentage of used
up resources later will be called host load. Each Saﬀron instance tries to achieve host load
as close as possible to mean host load measured across the platform. When Saﬀron detects
that the host it is running on is using substantially more resources than other hosts2 it will
start terminating application instances until the load drops. Terminated web servers will be
restarted by other Saﬀron instances. To ensure even load distribution application managers
only start new application instances if their host is not overloaded3 .
This module has information needed to run applications using diﬀerent frameworks, and
can start an appropriate server for a particular application. It can also perform maintenance
before deployment, such as migrating the database schema. Saﬀron supports multiple languages and frameworks, including Ruby on Rails, Django, Pyramid and Yesod. This module
can also be easily extended to support almost any existing framework, and in most cases, it
can be done by adding only several lines of code.
Chapter 4 describes how Saﬀron executes web applications and how its design allows
running applications using any programming language or framework.

3.3.3. Load balancer module — Ariel
Load balancer creates a single entry point to all application instances, served by the platform,
and forwards client requests to them. It communicates with application managers through
the data storage module, collecting information about currently running web servers and
generates reverse proxy conﬁguration based on this data.
2
3

h − m > 20%, where h is load of the current host and m is the mean host load across the platform.
h − m < 10%, where h and m are deﬁned the same as above.
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Since this module’s performance is limited by performance of the underlying reverse proxy
implementation4 , users maintaining huge clusters might be forced to run several load balancers, so it does not become a bottleneck, capable of serving less requests than the cluster
does. In usual set-ups only one load balancer will be suﬃcient, though.
As Ariel only translates information about currently running instances into a reverse
proxy conﬁguration ﬁle its implementation is quite simple and will not be described in more
detail.

3.3.4. Consistency checker module — G23
Consistency checker is a supporting utility, that cleans up after web servers that, for some
reason, did not exit cleanly. It periodically opens TCP connections to the web server instances running on the platform and if a connection can not be established it marks such
application instance as oﬄine by removing an appropriate record from Miranda. During
normal operation, G23 is not needed, as the application manager marks each web server
that exited as oﬄine. If a Saﬀron instance gets unexpectedly terminated though, its subprocesses, including all web servers managed by it, will be terminated too, leaving orphaned
entries about them in data storage. In this instance G23 will remove these records, the same
way that application manager would, if it did not crash.
This module only opens TCP connections to web servers in a loop and performs a delete
operation on Miranda if a connection failed, so its implementation is pretty straightforward
and will not be presented in more detail.

3.3.5. Client module — Vera
Client module is the user interface to the platform, allowing administrators to manage their
applications. Diﬀerently than the other modules, this one does not run on a server machine,
it runs on developer’s computer as a standard command line application.
Using Vera administrator can set-up new applications and deploy updates with just several
commands. Client has built-in support for multiple version control systems, such as Git and
Mercurial. It can export any repository revision and push that code to servers. Additionally
it can deploy an arbitrary directory, in case used VCS is not supported, or no version control
is being used at all.
Other important functionality is the ability to tune the number of web servers running
each application. Administrators can almost instantly adjust, how resources are shared between applications running on the platform. This allows easy prioritisation of certain applications, that are expected to experience increased traﬃc, without the need of manually
reconﬁguring the servers.
Functionality available through Vera can be found in Appendix A.

3.4. Implementation
Cortex is mostly implemented in Haskell, with the exception of Vera, which is implemented in
Python. Haskell was chosen because of a high quality compiler [28], comprehensive standard
library [23], multitude of additional modules available [21] and built-in support for green
threads. Haskell is a statically typed and purely functional language. Both properties make
code clearer, shorter and easier to maintain. Software written in Haskell also tends to have
4

Currently provided by Nginx.
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less bugs, than programs in imperative languages, mostly because of strong typing and no
computation side eﬀects [30, 34]. While Haskell was designed as a research language it has
grown to a point, where it is actively used in real-life commercial applications [29].

3.4.1. Functional programming
With the exception of Vera, Cortex modules are implemented in functional programming
style. Functional programming encourages use of immutable data structures and deprecates
use of mutable variables and global state. This properties have some important consequences
when it comes to performance and reliability.
One of functional programming characteristics is the fact that function execution does
not have side eﬀects. This means that executing a function can not modify any variables
outside of the function scope — the only result of executing a function is the returned value
and that value only depends on the function arguments. For the same arguments a function
will always return the same result. This feature of functional programming directly reﬂects in
code quality. Since functions can not modify anything outside of their scope it is impossible
to accidentally change a variable that is also used somewhere else in the program, which
simply eliminates many types of common programming errors. Additionally if a function
does not work properly it is easy to debug the problem. As the result depends only on passed
arguments it is simple to reproduce the error and see why the result is not what was expected.
Lastly it makes really easy to write tests for the code as there is no need to set up global
state before test execution and as the only result of function execution is a returned value,
checking the that value is enough to ensure a function works properly [1]. These properties
of functional programming allow developers to quickly produce bug free, high quality code.
Many functional languages, including Haskell, often use garbage collection instead of
manual memory management. Use of pointers and manual memory management is often a
source of bugs in imperative languages [75]. Since Haskell uses garbage collection and does
not have C-style pointers allowing arbitrary pointer arithmetic, programs written Haskell do
not suﬀer from memory access violation errors, which makes them resistant to yet another
class of bugs.
Use of immutable data structures directly impacts performance of functional programs.
On one hand such structures are slower than their imperative counterparts as each modiﬁcation requires allocation of memory and copying the data to the new location. Fortunately
modern compilers, such as GHC, can do such operations very eﬀectively, usually only copying
a part of the data structure [71]. Additionally the use of lazy evaluation, which is the case
with Haskell, allows creation of immutable data structures that are asymptotically as eﬃcient
as imperative data structures [59]. Depending on the use case, immutable data structures can
even be faster that mutable ones. In a multi-threaded environment if a data structure can be
accessed concurrently, developers usually have to resort to some sort of locking so threads do
not interfere with each other. A common way of doing so is to allow concurrent access to the
data structure for non-destructive operations, but allow only one thread to operate on the
structure if the operation will modify it [85]. With mutable data structures this means that
a writer will have to wait for all readers to ﬁnish before it can start working, as it operates on
exactly the same data. With immutable structures though, a writer can immediately start
working, as instead of modifying the structure in-place it will create a new copy and will
not interfere with readers that will still have access to the old version of the data structure.
Test presented in Section 6.1 shows that this property can indeed make a huge diﬀerence in
performance.
Cortex is almost entirely written in pure functional style with the exclusive use of im20

mutable data structures. Functional programming paradigm does not ﬁt concurrent programs, like Cortex, very well though. To allow access and modiﬁcation of a data structure
from multiple threads it has to be placed in some common location known to all threads. In
Cortex data structures that can be modiﬁed by multiple threads are stored in mutable memory locations called MVars, which work similarly to references in languages like Java [26, 61].
These mutable memory locations also introduce a locking mechanism for accessing the stored
value. Threads can “take” a value from an MVar which will cause all subsequent actions
on that MVar to hang until a value is “put” back. MVars also allow a “read” operation
which returns a value stored in an MVar without locking. Cortex uses the “read” operation
for actions that will not modify the stored data structure, allowing multiple simultaneous
non-destructive operations. While mutable memory locations are “safe” in the way that the
stored value is always of the proper type and they can not point to an invalid memory location, MVars do not enforce releasing once taken lock. A thread could lock a data structure
and exit without unlocking it, which would deadlock the whole program. To avoid these
problems Cortex implements a library that allows atomic data modiﬁcations and abstracts
the whole locking and unlocking mechanism. Putting these potentially dangerous operations
in one place decreases the probability of errors in code dealing with mutable memory.
While technically all IO operations in Haskell, including interaction with the ﬁle system,
network communication and pointers, are still pure [44], for all intents and purposes they
behave like imperative actions which makes them susceptible to the same problems that
imperative programs have. Because Cortex clearly separates functional code from the imperative parts it can still take advantage of functional programming beneﬁts, while minimising
the number of places venerable to errors introduced by function side eﬀects.

3.4.2. GHC performance and concurrency
Glasgow Haskell Compiler is the leading Haskell implementation that includes an interpreter,
native compiler and LLVM bytecode generator. GHC produces highly optimised code that
performs comparably to other high-level language implementations [10]. Haskell proved itself,
on many occasions, as a very good choice for creating high performance, concurrent networking applications. Benchmarks show that web servers implemented in Haskell can be several
times faster than currently industry leading solutions, like Tornado or Node.js [78, 77].
GHC provides a ﬂexible parallel computing interface that mixes green threads and native
OS threads [48]. GHC’s green threads use many to many threading model, which means
multiple OS threads execute several user threads simultaneously. This model, known from
Java [60], combines high performance of green threads with the ability to use all the power
provided by modern multi-core CPUs. GHC even allows users to specify the number of OS
threads, used by the GHC runtime, at execution time, which allows tuning the binary to
number of available CPU cores, on diﬀerent machines, without recompilation [32].
Haskell is a lazily evaluated language. Expression evaluation is deferred until it is needed
by other computations, that means values are evaluated and consume memory only when
they are actually used [31]. This is a very powerful feature, that can greatly increase application’s performance by avoiding needles computations and reducing memory footprint [50].
Unfortunately without careful planing, lazy evaluation might introduce memory bloat. Since
evaluation is deferred until the result is needed by another operation, it is possible to write
code that will create a stack of delayed computations that will not be evaluated until much
later and until then, they will be carried around in memory. Depending on the size of this
stack, it might be an unnoticeable problem, but sometimes it might also result in the application running out of memory. Fortunately GHC has good proﬁling support, that allows easy
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identiﬁcation of such problems, and since Haskell allows to explicitly enforce eager evaluation,
these problems are usually easy to ﬁnd and ﬁx [62].

3.4.3. Lazy IO
Haskell’s laziness, unfortunately, does not cover IO actions, like reading and writing to a
ﬁle descriptor. Traditional IO actions are strictly sequenced and a read operation will immediately reserve resources for the data, regardless of when and if it will be used [49]. This
combined with the fact that default IO actions operate on strings, and strings in Haskell have
terrible performance, as they are implemented as singly linked lists of characters [27, 45] and
have to be converted to and from an internal representation on all IO operations [8], can
cause excess memory usage and additional work for the garbage collector, especially when
dealing with large amounts of data. To avoid these problems Cortex uses lazy IO combined
with more eﬃcient lazy byte strings.5
Lazy byte strings are an eﬃcient implementation of character vectors that divide the data
into smaller chunks, so it can be eﬃciently processed without loading the entire vector to
memory [20]. What is more, unlike standard strings, byte strings can be eﬃciently read and
written without unnecessary conversion, which results in much lower memory usage, and less
GC overhead.
Lazy IO is a technique that allows the IO operations to execute asynchronously in the
background. It makes the IO operations behave similarly to all other, lazily evaluated, Haskell
expressions. Lazy IO actions only load the data that is actually needed and consumed by
other computations, and when combined with the lazy byte strings, lazy IO makes a perfect
choice for eﬀectively processing large amounts of data, without the need to store all of the
data in memory [63].
Unfortunately this approach has problems of its own. When used without proper care
lazy IO can cause unexpected problems. Firstly it breaks Haskell’s purity. Haskell is a
pure language, meaning function execution does not alter the environment outside of the
function [74]. With lazy IO though, pure functions can accidentally cause side eﬀects, like
triggering an IO action reading a requested chunk of data [64]. This can lead to unintuitive
ordering of IO actions [43] and can be problematic when an underlying IO operation encounters an error. Fortunately the errors are silently discarded and simply result in a truncated
input/output [24], which can be easily dealt with.
Second issue with lazy IO is much more problematic. When lazy IO is used for reading
from a ﬁle descriptor, instead of explicitly closing that descriptor after all the read operations,
Haskell’s runtime will automatically free the descriptor when it is no longer needed [24].
Current GHC’s garbage collector implementation automatically closes handles that become
unreferenced [33], unfortunately GHC does not trigger a garbage collection when it runs
out of ﬁle descriptors [72]. If GHC runtime uses up all descriptors, it will not be able to
handle new connections until the garbage collection runs. Fortunately this problem was not
observed during normal Cortex operation and the issue only manifested itself during extreme
loads. On a machine with maximum of 20, 000 ﬁle descriptors per process it took 100 threads
constantly opening and closing connections to exhaust that ﬁle descriptor limit. It is worth
noticing that the same program using 1, 000 threads invoked garbage collection more often
and did not run out of ﬁle descriptors. This shows that very speciﬁc circumstances are needed
5

In case of the data storage module, when implemented using standard strings and strict IO, attempt to
set a value of approximately 110MB would result in using about 3GB of memory and more than 90% of time
spent in garbage collection. Using lazy IO and lazy byte strings brought this values down to total memory
use of 130MB and no time spent in garbage collection.
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for the problem to arise and a real life application, doing many memory allocations, which in
turn require more garbage collections than the test program did, should not be often aﬀected.
In spite of these problems lazy IO is still a very eﬃcient option, and since these problems
are not fatal, Cortex uses lazy IO for all communication.
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Chapter 4

Application manager
This chapter explains how Saﬀron executes web applications and shows how its design allows
the use of any programming language or framework.

4.1. Running web applications
This section describes what steps are usually needed to execute a web application. To provide
a concrete example I will show how one would go about starting a Ruby on Rails application,
but this process is very similar for applications using Django or other frameworks.
First of all, most applications will need some setting up before the ﬁrst run. For example most applications will want to create the database schema and sometimes populate
the database with starting values. For Rails that would be “rake db:migrate && rake
db:seed”. Since this has to be done only once, Cortex does not involve itself in this process,
application providers are expected to do this step on their own.
Secondly before actually executing an application administrators have to install all dependencies, like libraries used by the application, and migrate the database schema. This
step has to be done only once after each application upgrade and is not needed when starting
an additional instance of an already running application. Ruby on Rails uses Bundler to
manage dependencies. This utility interacts with Ruby’s package manager1 and allows easy
installation of all required libraries with a single command — “bundle install”. Bundler
only manages Ruby libraries and will not install other things, like C libraries that the Ruby
packages depend on for example. To install these one would have to use a package manager
speciﬁc to the used operating system. For upgrading the database schema Rails provides an
already mentioned “rake db:migrate” command. It is worth noticing that both presented
commands are safe to be run multiple times. If the database schema is already at the newest
version or all needed libraries are already installed, they will simply exit without performing
any action.
Finally after the preparations one would actually start a web server executing the application. For most frameworks, there are many ways of doing that. The simplest way to start
a Ruby on Rails server is to use “rails server” command, but one can also use “passenger
start” to start a standalone Phusion Passenger server or “thin start” to use a Thin server.
1

RubyGems
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4.2. Application hosting with Saﬀron
The above process can be clearly divided into two parts: preparing an application to be
executed and starting a web server. As previously mentioned the ﬁrst part only has to be
executed once after each application update, but Saﬀron assumes that it will be safe to rerun
it multiple times, even when it is not needed. When Saﬀron detects a new application was
added to the platform or someone published an update to an already hosted application
it stops all servers executing the old version, downloads new source code, places it in a
temporary directory and performs the steps needed to prepare the application for execution.
These steps depend on the type of framework used in the application and can do arbitrary
things needed by that particular framework. As each Saﬀron instance participating in the
platform will execute above actions without any coordination with other instances it is easy
to see that the preparation step will be executed multiple times2 , but since it is assumed that
it is safe to run preparation actions multiple times it is not a problem. After the application
is prepared, Saﬀron will begin executing application instances. Again the actual command
used to start the servers depends on application type.
Saﬀron is very ﬂexible when it comes to what the preparations can actually do. Technically
they are Haskell functions that take a single argument — ﬁle system path to application’s
source code. Apart from the already mentioned fact that preparations should be safe to run
multiple times, there are completely no restrictions for what those functions can perform.
For currently implemented frameworks these functions are quite simple and only spawn subprocesses that execute required command line actions, like “rake db:migrate” for Rails
applications.
Actions needed to start a new application instance are also implemented as an arbitrary
Haskell function. This function takes the port number on which the server should listen,
path to application’s source code and returns a two-way communication channel that can be
used by the application manager to request server termination and by the server to notify
Saﬀron that for some reason the server has exited. This simple interface does not actually
specify how the servers are supposed to be executed which introduces the possibility for many
diﬀerent implementations. Fortunately most of the time web servers will be executed with a
single command, like previously mentioned “rails server”. To make implementing handlers
for these common cases easier Saﬀron provides a helper function that takes a command and
returns a handler, implementing the interface speciﬁed above, that when called will execute
that command in the directory containing application’s source code. All server execution
handlers for currently implemented frameworks use this helper.
Because Saﬀron does not strictly deﬁne what application preparation or server execution
is, it can be used with any framework for which the application running process can be
split into two parts described above. This includes most currently popular web application
frameworks including Ruby on Rails and Django. Additionally, because of the included helper
functions, support for most frameworks can be added to Saﬀron by writing only several lines
of code.

2

Once for each Saﬀron instance participating in the platform.
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Chapter 5

Data storage
This chapter presents Cortex’s data storage module in detail, including design concepts, used
data structures and the replication protocol.

5.1. Design concepts
Miranda is used by Cortex modules as a database, but also it acts as a communication bus
between these modules. The need to perform both tasks eﬃciently led to some important
architectural choices:
• Cortex does not need a complicated, full-blown relational database management system,
also shortened RDBMS. Due to the complicated design RDBMS tend to be slow, and
as a communication bus Cortex’s database has to handle a lot of concurrent requests.
Instead of using an already available, oﬀ-the-shelf database solution, Miranda was designed and implemented from the ground up to be simple and eﬃcient. Data storage
module was implemented as a key-value store which has less features than a RDBMS,
but because of its simplicity it has the potential to be much faster.
• Cortex modules require at least a limited form of searching through stored records, for
example to list all conﬁgured applications or currently running application instances.
To ﬁt with the simple key-value store model, Miranda implements eﬃcient partial key
lookups, allowing clients to request all records sharing the same key preﬁx in one operation.
• Miranda is used to store large values, such as application code repositories, which can
easily exceed several megabytes and are not feasible to be stored in memory, but on
the other hand, the amount of stored records is quite low — only several records per
application instance and a few for each application’s conﬁguration. Because of this all
keys can be stored in memory, for faster access, while the values are stored on disk.
Since on many occasions, Cortex modules are not interested in actual value, but only
if the value has changed since previous check, SHA-1 hashes of values are stored in
memory as well, improving access speed and decreasing the amount of transmitted
data.
• Cortex is designed to be resistant to host and network failures, and as Miranda, being
the communication bus for all modules, is a central part of the platform, it has to be
resistant to failures as well. Data storage module replicates any action performed on one
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instance to all other instances participating in the platform, so even if an instance goes
down no data is lost and Cortex modules that were using this instance can seamlessly
switch to using any other Miranda instance.

5.2. Data structures
To store records Miranda uses an associative array, speciﬁcally designed to allow fast lookups.
As mentioned before Miranda allows access to multiple records, sharing the same key preﬁx, in a single operation. The preﬁx can not be arbitrary, instead keys in Miranda use a
special character sequence — “::” — to split the key into tokens1 . The preﬁx can only
contain full tokens. For example searching for all keys beginning with “foo::bar” will match
both “foo::bar::baz” and “foo::bar::qux”, but not “foo::barbaz”, because “barbaz” is
treated as a single, indivisible token that does not match “bar”.
To allow eﬃcient retrieval of records Miranda uses a preﬁx tree, sometimes called a trie,
operating on tokens instead of characters like a standard preﬁx tree does [5]. Commonly
preﬁx tree implementations use a static array of pointers, one cell for each possible character,
connecting nodes with their children [82]. Since the number of possible tokens is not limited,
instead of a static array Miranda uses Haskell’s built-in associative array to store tree’s
structure. An associative array is slower than a static array, but does not place any limits on
the number of possible child nodes. Figure 5.1 shows an example tree storing two records.
To allow replication, Miranda not only stores the records, but also keeps history of all
“set” and “delete” operations. In following sections term commit will refer to a single “set”
or “delete” operation performed on a Miranda instance.
History is kept as an ordered list of commits. Each commit is timestamped and the list
is sorted chronologically. Commits have a unique id that not only identiﬁes the performed
operation, but also tracks the history of commits that happened before this one. Even if
two commits are identical, having the same timestamp and describing the same operation,
but the history before them diﬀers, they will have diﬀerent ids. This property makes it very
easy to compare whole history lists for equality, as it is enough to check if latest commits
have the same id. This idea is borrowed from Git VCS, where the revision id depends on
ids of all parent revisions [11]. Miranda uses exactly the same concept, apart from the fact
that the history is linear and commits can have only one parent. Technically the id is a
SHA-1 hash of a commit’s timestamp, key changed by the operation, parent’s id and for
“set” commits SHA-1 hash of the appointed value. Figure 5.2 shows how commit ids are
generated. Additionally to the list Miranda also redundantly stores all commit ids in a set,
which allows fast checks for existence of a certain commit in the list. This property is used
during replication, which is explained in Section 5.3.
During replication, also later called synchronisation, commits present in one Miranda
instance but not the other, are transmitted and inserted to the history list. Section 5.3 explains how two history lists are actually compared, and how required commits are transmitted
between Miranda instances. This insertion operation is called rebasing because of the similarities with Git’s rebase command [79]. Rebasing a commit is likely to change other commits
in the list, as all commits that happened after the one being inserted will change their ids.
This means rebasing is a potentially expensive operation that will have to recalculate ids for
multiple commits. Operations that are bulk inserting many commits into the list, should
carefully order the commits to minimise complexity. For example appending n commits to
the list will take O(n) time if they are appended in chronological order, but inserting these
1

For example for “foo::bar::baz” the tokens would be “foo”, “bar” and “baz”.
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Tree root

Nothing
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Nothing
white
Just rabbit

queen
Nothing

of
Just hearts

Figure 5.1: Preﬁx tree after inserting two records — “the::white” with value “rabbit” and
“the::queen::of” with value “hearts”. Values stored in nodes use Haskell notation, where
“Nothing” represents lack of value and “Just X” represents presence of value “X”.
Commit 1
Key 1

Value 1

Timestamp 1

Commit 2
Key 2

Value 2

Timestamp 2

Commit 3
Key 3

Value 3

Timestamp 3

SHA-1

SHA-1

SHA-1

Commit id 1

Commit id 2

Commit id 3

For example if:
Key 1 = "the::white"
Value 1 = "rabbit"
Timestamp 1 = "2012.02.03 12:22:45

Key 2 = "the::queen::of"
Value 2 = "hearts"
Timestamp 2 = "2012.02.03 12:25:11

Then:
Commit id 1 = SHA-1(' the::white Set "rabbit" 2012.02.03 12:22:45') = "61503a8afa60204c095a0f657100c6b188252747"
Commit id 2 = SHA-1('61503a8afa60204c095a0f657100c6b188252747 the::queen::of Set "hearts" 2012.02.03 12:25:11')
= "ce142f476d8b0e114cb88b46fbﬀ894620026884"

Figure 5.2: Generating commit ids dependant on whole commit history
commits in reverse chronological order will take O(n2 ) time, as adding a new commit will
change ids of all already inserted ones. Figure 5.3 shows how rebasing a commit works.
To prevent the history list from growing indeﬁnitely, “useless” commits are periodically
removed. A commit is considered useless if another commit altering the same key exists later
in the history list, which means that currently stored records would not change if the operation
described by the useless commit did not happen at all. An operation removing all useless
commits is called squashing. Commit squashes are not globally coordinated between Miranda
instances and any instance can randomly perform a squash, which leads to some problems
with instance synchronisation. When one instance that performed a squash would blindly
synchronise with another one that did not, all of the squashed commits would be transferred
back from the second instance to the ﬁrst one, making the squash pointless. To counter that
I designed a protocol that prevents synchronisation if it would undo all the work of a squash
operation. Each instance stores the time of the last squash operation it knows about in form
of a timestamp. When an instance decides to squash commits it resets its timestamp to
current time. Before synchronisation instances compare their timestamps, if they are equal
they go along with the synchronisation, but if they diﬀer, instead of synchronising instance
with the older timestamp performs a squash and sets its timestamp to the one it got from
the other instance. This way squash operations can spread through all Miranda instances
and removed commits will not get transferred back from other nodes.
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Figure 5.3: Rebasing commits in Miranda

5.3. Replication
All Miranda instances used in one platform store the same records and replicate all “set”
and “delete” operations performed on one instance to all other instances. Replication uses a
gossipping protocol, designed by me, that spreads information about performed operations
by series of simple two-node synchronisations. Miranda uses one-way, push synchronisations,
meaning only data from the instance initiating the connection is transferred to the other
instance. This protocol does not guarantee immediate consistency between the replicas and
only gives assurances about eventual consistency of instances.
Replication protocol is designed to be as fast as possible when there is not much data
to send. This choice was made because with frequent synchronisations the amount of new
commits that will have to be transmitted is expected to be low. Instances ﬁrst ﬁnd the latest
common commit2 and then the initiating node transfers all commits that happened after
the common one to the other instance. During the ﬁrst phase, when nodes try to ﬁnd the
latest common commit, the initiating instance sends queries about commit ids, and the other
replica responds if it has that commit in its history. Queries are performed linearly from the
latest commit to the oldest [84], which can be very fast as the common commit is expected to
be near the list beginning. In the extreme case when commit histories of both instances are
equal, linear search will ﬁnd the common commit on the ﬁrst try. Generally this approach
will be faster than a binary search when k < log2 (n), where k is the number of commits that
will have to be transmitted and n is the length of commit history.
Each transmitted commit will have to be inserted into the history list of the receiving
instance which, as explained in Section 5.2, involves rebasing all chronologically later commits.
To avoid unnecessary work commits are transmitted in oldest to newest order, so they can
be applied chronologically, which will require less rebasing operations than any other order.
Commits are sent as a serialised list of Haskell objects. Serialisation is performed using
a high performance library that allows marshaling any object to a binary string [22]. This
library uses lazy byte strings to lazily serialise values on demand, which allows Miranda to
transmit the commit list without the need to load them all to memory.
2
Newest commit that is present in both instance’s histories. Commits are considered equal if the have the
same id.
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Chapter 6

Tests
This chapter presents results of several tests performed on the whole Cortex platform, as
well as on its separate components. Section 6.1 describes a performance test of Miranda,
concentrating on the ability to handle high number of concurrent connections. Since in a
Cortex deployment spanning many machines, Saﬀron instances will contact the data storage
module many times a second, it is important that Miranda can eﬃciently handle numerous
simultaneous connections. The second test presented in Section 6.2 checks how host failures
aﬀect application users. Cortex was designed with reliability in mind and one of arguments
for using private platform solutions is the fact that they can adapt to host failures without
administrator’s involvement. This test examines if the self-repair feature of Cortex is good
enough to provide uninterrupted service to application users.

6.1. Data storage performance
In this section Miranda’s performance is compared to some popular database solutions.
Tested software includes relational databases — SQLite [81] and PostgreSQL [69] — as well
as MongoDB [52], which is an established key-value store.

6.1.1. Testing environment
Databases were tested for speed of “set”, “lookup” and “delete” operations as well as their
ability to handle many concurrent connections. Since Cortex modules do not keep open
connections to the database and spawn a new connection every time one is needed, during
the testing each operation was performed on a new database connection. In particular this
means support for transactions present in some of tested databases was not used and data
was ﬂushed to disk after each operation1 .
Test consisted of n turns performed concurrently by a worker queue of k threads. During
i-th turn, the testing application performed the following actions:
1. Assign value “i” to key “test::i”.
2. Lookup value corresponding to key “test::i”.
3. Remove key “test::i” and its value from the database.
If any of the above actions had failed, it was repeated until it succeeded.
1

In case of MongoDB data was only queued to be written as this database uses a lazy write strategy [53].
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With the exception of SQLite n was set to 10, 000. SQLite was so slow, that n had to be
lowered down to 100, if the test was to ﬁnish in sensible time. Each database was tested for
three values of k — 10, 100 and 1, 0002 . Testing application was run ﬁve times for each of the
database/k combinations to average out any performance hits caused by other background
applications running on the system.
All database solutions were tested on a two core machine, with the testing application
running on the same host as the database, which means they had to share CPU time and
memory, but on the other hand the cost of sending data through network is negligible in
such a set-up. Testing application was written in Haskell, using green threads, and while
diﬀerent bindings to each database required a slightly diﬀerent testing application for each
of the databases, the architecture stayed the same allowing fair comparison.

6.1.2. Results
Table 6.1 shows how long it took Miranda to complete the tests. Table 6.2 and Table 6.3
show the time ﬁgures for MongoDB and PostgreSQL respectively. Figure 6.1, comparing
all the results, shows Miranda was more than one and a half times faster than MongoDB
and more than three times faster than PostgreSQL for 10 concurrent connections. For larger
number of simultaneous requests the diﬀerences are smaller, but Miranda is still much faster
than competitors.
As shown in Table 6.4 SQLite did not do well in this test. With only 8.47 requests per second it proved to be the slowest of all tested solutions. This is mostly because SQLite does not
support partial database locking and while multiple read operations can run simultaneously,
any operation altering the database will lock the entire ﬁle for exclusive use [80].
PostgreSQL was run with default conﬁguration options, in particular default limits for
the number of allowed concurrent connections were used. The default value was so low that
PostgreSQL experienced only minor performance changes in response to diﬀerent k values.
Unfortunately due to PostgreSQL implementation it was not possible to raise the number of
allowed concurrent connections without tweaking the operating system kernel [67, 68]. As
Cortex is supposed to be fully functional on machines application providers do not have root
access to, it was only fair to leave kernel conﬁguration at its default values.
Results for MongoDB can be surprising as, in contrast to Miranda, it does not write values
to disk after each operation, instead ﬂushing them on as-needed basis [53], which should have
given it an advantage. Miranda might be faster because of the way it handles concurrent
read and write requests. Similarly to SQLite, MongoDB uses a coarse global lock for write
operations — any number of clients can simultaneously read values, but there can be only one
writer and while a write operation is being executed, no readers are allowed [51]. Miranda
handles readers and writers similarly to MongoDB, but because it is written in a functional
language, using immutable structures, in practise it works very diﬀerently. As explained in
Section 3.4.1, each reader gets its own copy of Miranda’s data structures, and while writers
lock the access to those structures, they only do so for new connections. Simply put, everyone
has to wait for writers, but writers do not have to wait for readers to ﬁnish, instead a writer
immediately gets access to the data, while all currently present readers can still operate on
copied old data structures. This gives Miranda the advantage of, at least partially, allowing
simultaneous read and write operations.
It is worth noticing that for k = 100 Miranda’s times are very unstable. Slower times
are caused by GHC runtime not running garbage collection often enough to free up ﬁle
2

Since setting k > n does not make sense k = 1, 000 was dropped for SQLite.
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Figure 6.1: Database performance comparison
descriptors. As explained in Section 3.4.3, this caused Miranda to drop some connection
attempts.
This test shows that Miranda performs very well in a highly concurrent environment,
beating well established database solutions. The ability to eﬃciently handle connections in
concurrent environments makes it perfect for the Cortex platform.
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Table 6.1: Time needed by Miranda to process 30, 000 operations for diﬀerent number of
simultaneous connections
concurrent connections

average times
standard deviation
requests per second

10
39.709s
39.524s
39.413s
40.700s
40.878s
40.045s
0.690s
749.16 RPS

100
71.290s
65.830s
53.877s
43.040s
43.158s
55.439s
12.906s
541.14 RPS

1, 000
77.610s
77.430s
74.840s
77.240s
74.800s
76.384s
1.434s
392.75 RPS

Table 6.2: Time needed by MongoDB to process 30, 000 operations for diﬀerent number of
simultaneous connections
concurrent connections

average times
standard deviation
requests per second

10
60.89s
61.65s
61.64s
61.62s
78.07s
64.77s
7.44s
463.15 RPS

100
68.89s
79.56s
82.97s
82.68s
93.66s
81.55s
8.86s
367.86 RPS

1, 000
101.27s
107.93s
109.12s
119.97s
106.97s
109.05s
6.81s
275.10 RPS

Table 6.3: Time needed by PostgreSQL to process 30, 000 operations for diﬀerent number of
simultaneous connections
concurrent connections

average times
standard deviation
requests per second

10
135.03s
136.89s
135.58s
134.78s
135.04s
135.46s
0.85s
221.47 RPS

100
135.25s
136.34s
134.99s
135.23s
135.34s
135.43s
0.52s
221.52 RPS

1, 000
153.28s
150.01s
149.47s
152.05s
150.15s
150.99s
1.61s
198.69 RPS

Table 6.4: Time needed by SQLite to process 300 operations for diﬀerent number of simultaneous connections
concurrent connections

average times
standard deviation
requests per second
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10
36.181s
34.289s
34.570s
35.930s
36.199s
35.434s
0.93s
8.47 RPS

100
61.010s
56.493s
42.013s
40.143s
59.775s
51.887s
10.026s
5.78 RPS

6.2. Cortex reliability
Cortex was designed to be resistant against host failures. In this context a host failure is
any error that makes a host inaccessible for the load balancer module or the consistency
checker module. The problem may be an operating system crash, hardware failure or a
denial of service attack. When a host belonging to the platform becomes inaccessible other
hosts should automatically take over its responsibilities. In particular any crashed application
instances should be restarted on other hosts, so applications can deliver expected performance
all the time. This test checks how host failures aﬀect application availability and performance
by simulating crashes of Saﬀron instances.
Test was carried out using 4 Saﬀron instances running 12 application instances. During
the ﬁrst part of the test Apache ab performed 10, 000 requests, accessing an HTML ﬁle, with
diﬀerent levels of concurrency. Concurrency levels of 1, 4, 12 were chosen, which reliably
simulate expected load levels of an application that would use 12 instances. In the second
phase Apache ab was performing the same task, but Saﬀron instances were randomly shut
down and restarted3 10 times during the course of the test. Results of this test were very
good, not only no requests resulted in errors, but also the number of requests per second, the
platform was able to serve, did not deteriorate.
The ﬁrst feat could have been achieved because of Ariel implementation which internally
uses Nginx to provide a reverse proxy. Nginx uses a simple round-robin method to choose
an application instance that will serve a request, but when the chosen server fails to respond
instead of reporting an error to the user it tries another server on the list until it succeeds
or reaches a preset timeout. This way until at least one application instance is still running,
all errors will be handled behind the scenes and users will not notice them [58]. Additionally
as soon as G23 detects an application instance is down, it will be removed from Nginx
conﬁguration permanently and another application instance will be spawned by some other
running Saﬀron instance. When using default conﬁguration of G23 and Saﬀron modules
maximum time between an instance failure and spawning another one is 2 seconds. This
time can be easily decreased by tweaking some conﬁguration options, but in this test default
values were used as they proved to be good enough.
In the ﬁrst part of the test Apache ab averaged 315 requests per second, 95% of requests
took less than 63ms and 98% took less than 80ms4 . Figures achieved in the second part were
very similar, striking within 5% of the above results, which is within margin of measurement
error, as such diﬀerences were also present on diﬀerent runs of the ﬁrst part of the test.
This slight variance can simply be caused by network delays and host slowdowns that are
an eﬀect of background tasks consuming resources. Lack of performance decline can again
be attributed to Nginx reverse proxy module, which does a great job of balancing the load
thought available servers, and G23 working together with Saﬀron to respawn terminated
application instances on other hosts. Quite importantly, as explained in Section 3.3.2, the
hosts on which new instances are spawned, are not chosen randomly but instead Saﬀron
prefers hosts with most resources to spare. This ensures uniform layout of instances on
available hosts, which produces good performance results.

3
Shutting down a Saﬀron instance also terminates all application instances that were spawned by this
application manager.
4
This ﬁgures are for 12 concurrent requests.
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6.3. Tests summary
Cortex performed exceptionally well on both tests. Results of the ﬁrst test show that Miranda’s implementation should ﬁt very well into the distributed Cortex environment, where
many modules connect to the data storage every second. The second test proves that Cortex
is a dependable hosting solution which can maintain application performance and availability
in spite of host failures.
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Chapter 7

Summary
The goal of this project was to create a hosting platform combining strengths of fully managed
hosting services and by-hand hosting. The resulting product, Cortex, fulﬁls this goal by
implementing a private cloud hosting solution that is ﬂexible, easy to use, ensures reliable
web application performance and is cheap to run.
While the ultimate goal of the platform was hosting Ruby on Rails applications, the
ﬂexible design makes it suitable for other popular web frameworks as well. Most currently
available frameworks could be used with Cortex without much extra work. As a proof of
concept Cortex was successfully used to host applications in Ruby, Python and Haskell,
using Ruby on Rails, Django, Pyramid and Yesod frameworks. Quite importantly, because
Cortex mimics a common application set-up procedure, most applications will not need any
modiﬁcations before they can be hosted on the platform.
Created platform provides an easy to use interface for application developers. The interface is similar to the one found in popular fully managed cloud hosting solutions, such as
Heroku, and allows performing most administrative actions, like updating a hosted application to a new version or changing the number of running web servers, with just one command.
For some tasks the created interface even surpasses the functionality of well established solutions, for example by not placing any restrictions on used version control system1 .
One of Cortex’s design concepts was resistance to host and network failures. The platform
proved to be a reliable solution that was able to ensure application availability and high
performance despite any unforeseen machine problems. Because of its dynamic nature, Cortex
can provide that reliability in a very eﬃcient way. Since Cortex actively monitors the state
of web servers running on the platform it does not have to use multiple statically set-up
machines providing redundancy for each of the hosted applications. Instead it can use only
a few redundant hosts that will be dynamically conﬁgured to take over the responsibilities of
machines that went down. This dynamic redundancy property makes Cortex a cost-eﬀective
solution, requiring less spare machines than a statically conﬁgured hosting environment that
would provide the same level of failure resistance.
Cortex implementation does not require superuser access to the operating system and all
modules can run as an unprivileged user. This feature makes it possible to use the platform
on almost any host, allowing developers to choose any hosting provider they want. Most
importantly developers on a budget can use cheap shared hosting and still get an easy to use
and reliable hosting platform.
Implementation choices, that were made during the course of the project, proved to be
correct. Use of Haskell and functional programming techniques allowed Cortex to be reliable
1

Heroku only supports Git.
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and fast, while the modularity of the platform made it very easy to set-up on any hardware
conﬁguration. The distributed, modular architecture also made Cortex a scalable solution
that is easy to expand to new machines. Because a simple key-value store is used for communication between modules, future development of any additional software interacting with
the platform would be extremely easy.
All these properties come together and create an interesting product that in some situations might be a better choice than currently popular hosting solutions. In particular people
running a few applications and currently conﬁguring their servers manually might beneﬁt
from Cortex’s reliability and easy maintenance features. Also people using fully managed
hosting services might beneﬁt from added ﬂexibility and lower running costs of a private
cloud solution.
Future improvements to Cortex might include optionally running web applications in a
secure sandbox, so the platform could be used to host applications from untrusted sources,
and an authentication and authorisation mechanism that would allow many people to share
one platform instance, without getting in each others way.
Cortex is released as free software, which makes it available for anyone that might proﬁt
from a private cloud hosting solution, but even people which are not searching for a hosting
platform might beneﬁt from Cortex. Because of the modular architecture diﬀerent parts of
the platform can be used separately. Especially Miranda is not strictly tied to other Cortex
modules and can be used as a general purpose key-value store in other software. Because of
its reliability properties, high performance and easy interface I intend to use Miranda in my
future projects.
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Appendix A

Vera commands
This appendix shows how Vera can be used to set-up and manage applications hosted on the
Cortex platform. The client requires a conﬁguration ﬁle — “.veraconfig” — to be present
in the root directory of the application’s source. Following examples will assume that this
conﬁguration ﬁle is being used:
[app]
; This is the only required value. Other values are specified for
; convenience, but they can also be set as command line options.
name = TestApp
[miranda]
host = my.miranda.host.address
port = 8205 ; Default Miranda port number.

A.1. Setting up a new application
Following commands set up a new Ruby on Rails application on Cortex, requesting 5 application instances. All of these instances will be available through Ariel on port 8000. In
this example Git VCS is used, but Vera also supports Mercurial, GNU Bazaar and directly
exporting application’s directory tree.
$
$
$
$

vera
vera
vera
vera

--new-app --app-type rails
--push --repo-type git
--ariel-port 8000
--instances 5

A.2. Updating application to a newer version
After the initial set-up only one command is needed to deploy a new application version. This
will transfer new sources to Cortex, stop web servers executing the old application version
and start new ones to execute the updated sources.
$ vera --push
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A.3. Modifying the number of application instances
If the application is experiencing more load that currently running web servers can handle it
is easy to ask the platform to execute more application instances. The same command can
also decrease the number of running web servers and free resources that then may be used
by other applications.
$ vera --instances 7

A.4. Monitoring platform status
Vera can also provide information about current application status. In this example previously set-up Ruby on Rails application is being executed by 4 web servers, which is less than
requested 7 application instances.
$ vera --info
TestApp settings
Application type: rails
Port: 8000
Instances: 7
Running: 4

A.5. Adding a new Miranda instance
Apart from managing applications Vera can also be used to add a new data storage instance
to the Miranda cluster. After starting up a brand new Miranda instance this command will
connect it with already running instances and will start the replication process between them.
$ vera --add-node my.new.miranda.host.address:8205
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Appendix B

Attached CD
This appendix describes the contents of the CD attached to this thesis.
• “thesis.pdf” — an electronic version of this thesis.
• “thesis/” — LATEX sources for this document.
• “Cortex/” — sources of the Cortex platform.
• “tests/” — scripts used for the tests presented in Chapter 6.
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Appendix C

Example use cases
This appendix presents two concrete examples of situations in which someone might want to
use Cortex.

C.1. University
A university wants to host a university website, recruitment service and an application
through which students can sign up for classes. To do that they set up two Miranda instances on two hosts, G23 and Ariel on a third one and install Saﬀron on multiple machines
that will be used to execute above applications.
With this set-up the university can eﬀortlessly publish new application versions with just
one command and in case of a machine failure, all hosted services will still be available, as
other hosts will automatically reconﬁgure to run the web servers that were terminated. Most
importantly during the recruitment time, when the recruitment service will have to handle a
higher load, the university can easily adjust the number of instances of each of the applications
to give that service more resources. After the recruitment time is over, the university can
tune down the number of recruitment service instances and use freed resources to scale up
the classes sign-up application, which will be heavily used by all the newly recruited students.
In this example using Cortex allows the university to change priorities of all hosted applications without any manual changes to servers conﬁguration.

C.2. Students on a budget
A group of students creates a startup company and develops several web applications that,
for now, are not very popular. They can rent two VPS hosts for two Miranda instances
and a third one for G23 and Ariel. These hosts can also be used to set up a database
engine, Memcache daemon and any other software the applications require. For running the
applications students rent several shared hosts and install Saﬀron on them.
By using shared hosting students can minimise the cost and because they do not have to
manually conﬁgure the servers, they can focus on developing proﬁtable applications. If any
of the applications becomes a success, students can quickly scale it up, so it can handle the
increased load. This would probably require renting more servers, but to connect the new
machines to the existing platform, students would only have to install and conﬁgure a single
software package — Saﬀron.
For a startup company using Cortex might be beneﬁcial because of the low running cost,
easy maintenance and ﬂexibility that allows simple expansion of the platform.
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